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ABSTRACT

From the start of space exploration through the Sputnik mission in 1957, there has been a lot of advancement in space technology, whether we talk about rockets or the satellites. With each rocket developed by space organizations all over the world, we have advanced each rocket with some of the other distinguishable features from the others. One such rocket is Falcon-9 developed by SpaceX, which is one of the most advanced rockets of today with some distinguishable feature like reusability. This review focusses on the features which make Falcon-9 one of the most advanced rocket for today.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From Falcon-1 to Falcon-9 SpaceX have achieved huge advancements in space technology. Whether we talk about the retrieval of Stage-1 or the launch of 60 Starlink satellite in October 2020, Falcon-9 is undoubtedly the most advanced rocket of this period. Space exploration as it sounds by the name itself is an exceptionally fascinating subject of examination for some researchers. To know and to consider what secrets lies past the Earth has been the fundamental intention of many Space research associations. There are numerous advantages to space exploration. It permits to propel Science as well as encourages us to propel our assets. Like the Apollo Mission and the Hubble Space telescope offered numerous discoveries in cosmology and permitted us to watch worlds, stars and planets with substantially more subtleties than on earth. The vast majority of the space associations are looking for planets which can uphold human life. This aid in expanding our survivability as well as aides in finding minerals on different planets because the normal assets and minerals on earth are exhausting at a fast rate. So it is critical to look for choices or more minerals on different planets [1].

For this reason, we are sending people (space travellers) into the space utilizing different rockets [2]. One such rocket is Falcon-9. Falcon-9 is one of the most developed rockets present today with some special highlights like landing legs, reusability and so on which diminishes producing cost as well as has an extremely eased for each flight rate. Falcon-9 likewise has two variations. Falcon-9 and Falcon-9 (Heavy). These highlights of Falcon-9 makes it worthy of study [3].

There are various advantages for Falcon-9 compared to other space exploration vehicles. Longer range and payload for Mars Mission requires a large amount of food and supplies to initially establish a self-sustaining base on Mars [4]. Falcon-9’s Merlin Engine has most noteworthy thrust to weight proportion of any boost engine at any point made than the engine utilized in Saturn-V and Apollo Mission and subsequently, Falcon-9 is equipped for lifting a humongous mass of around 63000 kg to the lower earth circle. Performance comparison of Falcon-9 and Falcon-9 (heavy) is given in the Table1.

Table 1. A brief comparison of Falcon-9 and Falcon-9 (heavy)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Falcon-9</th>
<th>Falcon-9 [Heavy]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$62 Million</td>
<td>$90 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low earth orbit (LEO)</td>
<td>22,000 kg</td>
<td>63,500 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geostationary transfer orbit (GTO)</td>
<td>8,500 kg</td>
<td>26,000 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Considering the orbit in consideration to be the low earth orbit (160-2000 km.) above earth Falcon-9 surface expendable cost is cheaper due to fixed manufacturing cost compared to other models [5]. Comparison of different models according to cost per flight are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rocket</th>
<th>Cost per flight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delta IV Heavy</td>
<td>14000 dollars/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas V</td>
<td>8,300 dollars/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariane 5</td>
<td>7,000 dollars/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSLV</td>
<td>6,500 dollars/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon 9(Expandable)</td>
<td>4,000 dollars/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon 9(Reusable)</td>
<td>2,200 dollars/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon Heavy</td>
<td>1,400 dollars/kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another attractive and important advantage of Falcon-9 is its reusability. SpaceX has achieved reusability to a great extent by being able to land the first stage of rockets on land or drone ships and also using the landed course successfully for later missions. After 10 flights are over, the rocket is refurbished and ready for 10 more flights making the rocket’s total life span of 100 flights. If reusability is achieved to the extent as planned by the SpaceX, the overall long term cost may probably drop down by a factor of 100 [6]. Additionally, Rocket launchers to the mars should have less time gap between them to ensure timely delivery of supplies or to initiate return during emergencies or even send people in batches using a single rocket, Falcon-9 takes less time interval between these stages compared to other models.

II. MODELING AND ANALYSIS

Overview of Falcon-9

Falcon-9 is a space launch vehicle (SLV) having its origin from Falcon-1 Rocket. Falcon-1 was an expendable launch vehicle developed in 2006-09 which can carry payload only once in space. The term 'Falcon' adopted from the fictional Falcon Spaceship depicted in 'Star Wars' movie and the number 9 represents the number of Merlin engines of the first stage of Falcon-9 rockets.

Specific design features of falcon-9 are explained below.

- **Engines**

Merlin Engine energises the Falcon-9. It comprises of most noteworthy pushed to weight proportion of any boost engine while ensuring the structural and thermal safety margin [7]. Merlin 1D has a thrust to weight ratio of 180 as compared to 94 of Saturn-V rockets of Apollo Missions [8]. There were a series of Merlin Engines which were gradually developed, innovated and perfected. It started with Merlin 1A engines used in the first stage of Falcon-1 rockets [9]. Hence it became the base for the development of more advanced and sophisticated Merlin Engines [10]. Merlin 1B engines were an upgraded version of Merlin 1A engines. It had higher thrust and was planned to be used on Falcon-9 but it was never used as work on Merlin 1C had started. Merlin 1C engines had powered both Falcon-1 and Falcon-9 rockets. It made the use of regenerative cooling [11]. This engine had another variant called Merlin Vacuum 1C. This had larger exhaust and nozzle with increased efficiency in the vacuum of space [12]. Merlin 1D engines were next in series. It was unique in many aspects. It has more than twice the thrust of Merlin 1A [13]. It can throttle thrust from 100% to 70%. Like Merlin 1C, it also has another variant called Merlin Vacuum 1D which can throttle down to 39% of its maximum thrust [14].

- **Octaweb Structure**

Merlin engines are arranged in an Octaweb. 'Octa' means 8 and 'web' depicts radiating lines from the centre. The Octaweb is a metal structure that supports 8 engines surrounding a central engine at the base of the launch vehicle(see Figure 1). In Falcon-9 version 1.0, the engines were configured in square 3×3 pattern but then...
improved to octaweb structure in version 1.1. This Octaweb structure simplifies the design and assembly of the engine section, streamlining the manufacturing process. This pattern also lightens the thrust structure, that is, the engine mounts and redistribute the much more powerful Merlin 1D's heavier load [15].

Figure 1. Octaweb structure of Merlin engines

- **Fuel Tank**
  Falcon-9 tanks are made of Al-Li compound. This material is made strong and lighter than Al by the addition of Li ions. Since Lithium is the least dense elemental metal. Inside the second stage, there are two large tanks each capped with an Aluminium arch [16]. These tanks separately store liquid oxygen and rocket grade kerosene also called Rocket propellant. Liquid oxygen is the oxidizer which supports combustion in the vacuum of space [17]. Now to identify the locations of RP-1 tank and liquid oxygen tank, one interesting way is to see the landed rocket. When Falcon-9 takes off, it is completely white, but the landed one has a distinct demarcation of white and black regions [18]. This is due to the soot getting deposited on the rocket, during the re-entry burn and landing burn [19]. It doesn't get deposited on the upper half as liquid oxygen at cryogenic temperature results in ice formation, to which soot doesn’t stick easily. RP-1 tank is located in the bottom and a liquid oxygen tank on top of it [20].

- **Landing Legs**
  Falcon-9 is required to return to the launch site after completion of main mission requirements in the first stage. This feature of Falcon-9 makes it reusable and reduces machine expenses. For this purpose, there are four deployable landing legs which are made from state-of-the-art carbon fibre reinforced aluminium honeycomb structure (see Figure 2). It is set evenly around the base of the rocket. They are joined at the edge of the vehicle during take-off and later broaden outward and down for landing [21]. Honeycomb structures are typical or man-made structures that have the dimensions of a honeycomb to allow the minimization of the proportion of material used to show up at an inconsequential weight and material cost. They are widely used where high-strength and flat or slightly curved faces are needed. They are valuable because of their high specific strength or strength to weight ratio [22].

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the landing legs of Falcon-9
Grid Fin
The initial stage is provided with hypersonic grid fin and not planar fins. One reason for such a design change is weight considerations. Grid fins are used during the re-entry and landing of the first stage of Falcon-9 rocket [23]. Originally, it was made from aluminium, but the latest version of Falcon-9 introduces newly forged titanium grid fins. This was done so because unlike the aluminium grid fins, the titanium is non-flammable, heat tolerant and does not require ablative paint. Thus they are much better suited to tolerate the high temperatures generated during the re-entry of the rocket in earth’s atmosphere [24].

Nitrogen Thrusters
The Falcon-9 first stage booster is equipped with two pods containing four nitrogen thrusters at the interstage that vent nitrogen gas. They are also called cold gas thrusters. Shortly after separating from the second stage, a short controlled blast from these thrusters flips the rocket which points the rocket engines in the backward direction, thus preparing for its return to the ground. It is quite a feat considering its size, but as the first stage is mostly out of the atmosphere so it is possible[25]. The cold gas thrusters then reorient the stage as needed with the engines pointing down so that when it hits the thicker atmosphere it is most aerodynamic to survive the heating. The thrusters provide sufficient force to control the booster’s movement about the pitch, yaw and roll axes. Nitrogen gas is primarily used for thrusters due to its shortage of density, performance and lack of contamination concerns[26].

Interstage
To connect the first and second stages, there is an Interstage. This contains let out and partition framework. Falcon-9 uses an all pneumatic stage separation system which utilizes gas or pressurized air. Helium is utilized as a working fluid for low-shock, an exceptionally dependable separation that can be tried on the ground [27]. The Interstage is synthesized composition involving an aluminium honeycomb center encompassed with carbon fibre sheets. Interstage is attached to the front end of the initial-stage tanks (see Figure 3). The stage separation framework situated at the front end of the first-stage tank and associates to the subsequent part. During separation of the initial stage, the interstage gets separated along with the first stage.

Figure 3. Parts of Falcon 9
Falcon-9’s 2nd stage engine is fuelled by solitary Merlin Engine which is indistinguishable to the initial stage engine. Falcon-9 can comprise a fairing or a dragon spaceship.
(a) Fairing

A Payload Fairing is a nose cone whose primary purpose is to protect a payload against the impact of dynamic pressure and aerodynamic heating during launch through an atmosphere [28]. Not only this, it also protects the payload from all sorts of noise and mechanical vibrations in addition to electromagnetic protection. This payload can be either a satellite or a spacecraft or even a space probe.

The standard payload fairing is a typically a cone-cylinder combination. The type of fairing which separates into 2 halves (one “passive” half and one “active” half) upon jettisoning clamshell fairing. They are made of a composite structure, which comprises an aluminium honeycomb center with carbon fibre sheet created in two equal parts. Fairing is 13.1 metre (43 feet) high and 5.2 metre (17 feet) wide.

(b) Dragon Spaceship

Dragon is a free-flying shuttle intended to convey both load and individuals to circling targets. At present Dragon conveys payload to space, yet it was planned from the earliest starting point to convey people [29]. A second version of Dragon Spacecraft called as Dragon 2. The Spacecraft consists of 2 modules: the Upper Part is called as the Capsule and the lower part is called the trunk. The Capsule is recoverable and equipped with hatches and windows. The hatches acts as a passageway for loading and unloading the cargo or crew.

- **Working of Merlin Engines**
  Merlin Engine energises the Falcon-9. Fuel is in liquid form (Rocket Propellant-1 or also as refined petroleum). Then we have liquid oxidizer (L.OX) or liquid oxygen. Pressure of both propellants is 50 psi. After taking the 50 psi fuel the pressure increases to 1500 psi [30]. The oxidiser pump brings pressure to 1400 psi. Fuel is revolved around nozzle and cooled. After cooling it follows and enters the combustion chamber. The turbine is connected to both the pumps. After that a pre-burner (gas generator) is also connected. The pre-burner takes small amount of fuel and oxidiser. Then the pre-burner sends the exhaust gas to the turbine (which is at about 1400 degree Fahrenheit) and the output is thrown out. The combustion chamber is at about 1000 psi pressure and 7000 degree Fahrenheit temperature. We have various valves present to control the flow of propellants depending upon the amount required.

- **Nozzle**

Schematic diagram of the nozzle for falcon-9 is shown in Figure 4. Velocity and area across inlet and outlet are the two basic parameters to be considered in the nozzle. Consider the inlet represented by the letter “i” and outlet by “o”. Now since the fluid is flowing as streamline flow, the mass flow rate will be the same as inlet and outlet or mass is conserved [31].

\[ m(i) = m(o) \]

\[ \rho(i) \times V(i) = \rho(o) \times V(o) \]

\[ \rho(i) \times v(i) \times A(i) \times \delta t = \rho(o) \times v(o) \times A(o) \times \delta t \]

Now since it is a flow at much lower velocities, density will not change and for the same time interval.

\[ v(i) \times A(i) = v(o) \times A(o) \]

\[ V(o) = \frac{[v(i) \times A(i)]}{A(o)} \]
Which is the equation of continuity for a nozzle. This equation suggests that by decreasing the area, the velocity will increase. If we decrease the outflow area, this denominator becomes more than 1 [32]. Thus the ratio of area becomes more than 1. Multiplying that by inflow velocity, the final velocity is higher. So, just by decreasing the nozzle, we can increase the velocity [33]. The question is how high, can we go? (Can we keep decreasing the velocity). Can I keep decreasing the area, to keep on increasing the velocity of fluid again and again? What is the maximum limit? The maximum limit in this scenario, is the Mach Number. The Mach Number (M) is explained as the velocity of the fluid parted by the velocity of sound, in that medium.

\[ M = \frac{v(f)}{v(s)} \]

For subsonic fluid, M<1
For sonic fluid, M=1
For supersonic fluid, M>1

Now when the fluid velocity approaches Mach Number 1, the entire phenomena changes. Because the Mach Number is 1 of fluid flow, the localised separation of fluid molecules happen and because of these phenomena called Choking happens. When a fluid is going through a converging nozzle, this type is called converging, because the shape is converging towards the end. When a fluid is flowing through a converging nozzle, the velocity keeps on increasing until it reaches Mach number 1 [34]. When Mach Number is 1, flow is sonic, it can’t increase the speed further. Why? Because localised breaking of particles happens. Now to increase the velocity, we have to increase the area now. This is what happens in the nozzle. It is also called converging-diverging (de-laval nozzle) [35].

The velocity of a fluid, flowing through a simple nozzle, be it a converging-diverging nozzle is given by a simple formula as follows:

\[ \frac{dA}{A} = \frac{d(u^2-1)}{u} \]

When the area is decreasing, that is, \( \frac{dA}{A} \) is negative, which is possible only when the final area is less than the initial area. Mach number square, since the velocity is subsonic \( (M^2 - 1) \) is negative as M<1 for subsonic. Now since both the terms are negative, therefore \( \frac{du}{u} \) is positive that means v>u.

When the flow approaches this constriction, Mach Number of flow is 1, this is the maximum a converging nozzle can increase the velocity of the fluid [36]. When the Mach Number is 1, then \( (M^2 - 1)=0 \). Since the curve is just changing here, the differential is a tangent of the slope is zero. The velocities are undefined. This is the phenomena of Choking and this region is called throat (see Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Nozzle](image)

After this entry of throat, we enter into the supersonic region. The area is increasing. So \( \frac{dA}{A} \) is positive [37]. The supersonic velocity, Mach number is higher than 1, so \( (M^2 - 1) >0 \). The velocity of fluid \( \frac{du}{u} \) has to be positive.

- **Autonomous Spaceport Drone Ship (ASDS)**

The ASDS provides a landing platform for Falcon-9’s initial stage or Falcon Heavy Centre core. Starting with the different names of ASDS, the first ASDS was named 'Just Read the Instructions' [38]. This vessel was retired in
2015. The Second one was named ‘Of Course I Still Love You’ which was built for landings in the Atlantic Ocean.
And it was on this drone ship that the first ever successful landing of the Falcon-9 took place on 8th April, 2016 in
the CRS-8 mission. The third in sequence and second active ASDS is named after the first one, i.e. ‘Just Read
the Instructions’. It was built in 2015 for landings in the Pacific Ocean. The fourth in sequence is named
‘A Shortfall of Gravitas’, under construction as of early 2018, and it will be used on the east coast to support high
flight rates for Falcon-9.

The dimensions of ASDS is slightly smaller than that of a football field. With about 300 feet in length, 170 feet in
width and about 20 feet in height. ASDS is basically a refitted Cargo barge. The thrusters used in ASDS are
retractable thrusters used for dynamic positioning. All these thrusters once underwater, can move 360 degrees,
thereby providing smoother maneuverability.

- **Rocket Equation (Tsiolkovsky rocket equation)**

Imagine a rocket of total mass (m) and moving with a velocity (v). This is state at time t (T=t). After interval of
\( \Delta t \) which means \( T = t + \Delta t \). A small mass (\( \Delta m \)) of exhaust gas is ejected out. So mass of rocket is now \( m - \Delta m \). Due to
this change in mass, velocity has changed to \( v + \Delta v \). Velocity of exhaust mass is \( v(e) \). We are not assuming
the direction of the exhaust. So we just keep it upward. If the \( v(e) \) comes negative, then the direction is opposite. So
we don’t know in which direction this exhaust mass is going. Up, down or its just static. Also, it is very
important to note the frame of reference. So now we just do a conversation of momentum balance from time t
to time \( t + \Delta t \).

\[
m.v = (m - \Delta m). (v + \Delta v) + \Delta m. (v + \Delta v + v(e))
\]

Here, \((m - \Delta m). (v + \Delta v)\) is due to the rocket whereas \( \Delta m. (v + \Delta v + v(e)) \) is due to the exhaust gases.

Velocity of exhaust is \( v(e) \) isn’t related to the rocket but initially the rocket was going with the velocity \( v \). So from
earth reference from the frame of reference of us, the velocity of the exhaust will be \( (v + \Delta v + v(e)) \) from the
reference of us, velocity of exhaust is relative from rocket \( v + \Delta v \) and velocity of exhaust \( v(e) \).

Now let us expand this entire equation:

\[
m.v = m.v + m. \Delta v - \Delta m. v - \Delta m. \Delta v + \Delta m. v + \Delta m. \Delta v + \Delta m. v(e)
\]

\[
m. \Delta v = - \Delta m. v(e)
\]

\[
\Delta m = \frac{\Delta m}{m}
\]

Taking limiting case,

\[
v(f) - v(i) = v(e). \left( \ln \left( \frac{M(f)}{M(i)} \right) \right)
\]

Rocket equation is just a simple basic derivation from the law of conservation of momentum [38].

- **Rocket Equation Significance**

\[
v(f) - v(i) = c. \left( \ln \left( \frac{M(f)}{M(i)} \right) \right)
\]

Here, \( \Delta v = v(f) - v(i) \), signifies how much impulse is needed for a rocket to carry out maneuver. Maneuver like
transfer from one orbit to another orbit. Lower orbit to higher orbit. This term will be used very frequently
used in orbit transfer.

c- effective exhaust velocity

\[
\frac{M(f)}{M(i)} - \text{Mass of initial rocket to final rocket (Mass ratio)}
\]

\[
M(i) - M(f) = M(p) - \text{Mass of Propellant. Mass ratio signifies how much is the mass of the propellant. If this factor is}
\text{very much higher that means that the mass of the final rocket is very much less which further means that the}
\text{propellant mass is very high [39].}
\]

Propellant mass fraction = \[
\frac{M(i) - M(f)}{M(i)} = 1 - \frac{M(f)}{M(i)}
\]

- **Perturbations in Rocket’s Trajectory**

The bearing of movement of the rocket is corresponding to push. Then we have Centre of Gravity which is a
point from which only the gravitational force acts. Whereas, Centre of Pressure, is a point at which the sum-
total of is related to the area of body subjected to uniform pressure, centre of gravity is related to the volume and mass distribution of the body [40]. The weight is pointed downward from the focal is related to the area of the body subjected to uniform pressure, the centre of gravity is related to the volume and mass distribution of the body [41]. The mass is pointed below from the point of convergence of gravity of the rocket (see Figure 6). The drag is equal however in the opposite way of the push. Also, the lift powers are normally opposite to the flight way except if the rocket structure is of a whimsical plan. The lift and drag of rocket vehicle are just relevant if the rocket is in an environment howsoever, least thick it may be. The essential point of aerodynamics is that, these impacts i.e. weight, thrust, lift and drag incident on the rocket are altering course in direction and magnitude throughout the flight, as they are vectors. Forces which do not gob through the centre of gravity, which is by definition the axis of rotation, are called torques. Suppose when the rocket is cruising along the direction of flight and suddenly by a gust of strong crosswind strikes near the bottom of it, which is away from the centre of gravity [42]. This will result in torque and the rocket will tend to rotate about the centre of gravity. This could result in wobbling or deviation from the actual direction of flight  [43].

![Figure 6. Centre of pressure (cp) and Centre of gravity (cg)](image)

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Falcon-9 is one of the most advanced rockets present today. Humans are constantly progressing in Space exploration and are unfolding the mysteries of Space slowly. All the Elite Space Agencies are constantly working in making Space efficient vehicles for easy Space travel. We have only touched the surface of knowledge about the Universe and there is soo much more to learn. Falcon-9 is one of the promising candidates among all the space exploration vehicles so far and pave way for much better technological advancement in this area.
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